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Abstract.
The second part of the XIX - first part of XX cc. are characterized as the
period of the beginning of cardinal transformations in economical and social
organization of East Asian society. These transformations are processes of
economy reorganization and adaptation to the new circumstances as well as
structural changes in East Asian public institutions caused by European expan-
sion. The Asian economical crisis in the end of 1990s allows us to understand
that the processes are not over yet and East Asia is still in the transformation.
The recent events in East Asia, especially the Asian economical crisis, are
forcing more and more researchers to place their attention in the contemporary
history of East Asia as a whole as well as to study some particular processes of
long-term development such as problems of economical growth [13, 14], evolu-
tion of public institutions [9, 10, 11, and 15] and production structures [2], mar-
ket cycles [9] and some others include study of human development as a Homo
Economicus [3, 8]. In order to explain the modern events and problems within
the frames of economical history researchers are elucidate how the economy
and the society were organized and how they were functioning in one or another
moment of development. From our point of view, one of the fundamental rea-
sons of current Asian economical difficulties is lying in the processes of East
Asian transformation towards a market economy, in the development of interre-
lationships between different countries and regions, world market formation
and tremendous changes in the state and social organization which characterize
the new Asian State. But when does this new East Asia starts? Where is the
frontier between so called traditional East Asia and the new stage of East Asian
development?
In the Marxist historiography there is a sharp border between the period
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before and the period of the Modern History, or “New Era”, itself [1], this period
begins with one of the bourgeois revolutions in Europe and ends in 1917 with
the October Revolution in Russia. History of all countries in the world is divided
automatically in accordance with European History and not necessary in accor-
dance with the real events and with the real dynamic impact of the historical
process in the other regions. Meanwhile, even though in some cases the “Eu-
rope-oriented” method is suitable for other parts of the world, in East Asia this
approach seems to be inappropriate. On the other hand, the division into peri-
ods as a method of interpretation and understanding of the historical events is
important first of all because it gives us the possibility to see the development
process in consistency. In East Asia the XIX century might be characterized as
the century of the colonial expansion of industrial capitalism. This time the
stream of different goods from Europe was quickly transforming this region into
a valued market as well as an important source of the resources for European
capitalism. This process was connected with the bankruptcy of the traditional
East Asian industries, with the crisis of traditional East Asian trade, with the
destruction of the traditional Asian way of life, with political instability and with
the decreasing of the state influence. All these are real important new changes in
East Asia, which gives us the right to mark the beginning of the new period of
East Asian history and, correspondingly, the beginning of the processes of
transformation which are interesting for us, by the middle of the XIX century.
What are the types of transformation processes we are talking about?
First of all, there is the process of transformation of the traditional East Asian
State organization under the influence of Colonialism. Then, there is integrally
connected with the first one the process of transformation of the traditional East
Asian economical organization. It is important to mention, that Colonialism here
means the process of the formation of administratively autonomous enclaves
on the external territories which were copying the metropolis by their internal
structure, were very closely connected with the metropolis and which were
strongly supported by it. No doubts that such colonies were possible to appear
only when the market activity based on the private property was supported by
the State. Those colonies were a basement for global Colonization, and the
connection of the Colonialism with the genesis of European capitalism is very
clear. The foundation on the Asian continent during the XVII and the XVIII
centuries were such organizations as Sot-Indian companies which were trade
companies of the capitalist character with the administrative rights, demon-
strated that this was the period of active strengthening of the European colonial
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trade and earning of profits for young European capitalism. Thus, Colonialism in
Asia had started with the colonial trade and continued long enough. Many
things have changed during this process. Europe has changed. The profits and
the foundation of the market economy played their role in the acceleration of
European economical development. More market capacity and more turnovers,
including the colonial trade turnover, were urgently needed in consequence of
it.
Some researchers consider that in the XVI-XVIII centuries most parts of
Asia already were in the process of the capitalist genesis and only slightly
behind Europe. From their point of view, development of Japan is the ultimate
confirmation for this thesis. But is it so obvious?
We don’t have authentic statistical data for this period of Asian history. At
the same time, there cannot be any doubt that Asia as a whole was not poorer
than Europe. Moreover, Asian countries were able to produce more aliments
than Europe while most of the local population in Asia was poorer than Europe-
ans. Why Asians didn’t use their richness for the fast development of capital-
ism?
Let’s consider that the answer to this question is the following. In East
Asia of that time, there were no conditions for capitalism as a completely differ-
ent system of economic organization, which rejects traditional for East Asia
domination of the State and holds the alternative of the private property and the
free market. However, strong economical and, later, combined economical-politi-
cal pressure, including direct military actions, played the key role in East Asian
destiny during the period of Colonialism. Every East Asian country became
involved into the process of the world market forming and started to transform
internally. The mode of production, the volume of manufacture and connected
with it labor skills, the way of life for the most part of urban population, moral
values, including human attitude to Society, the Nature, to the World itself has
changed. But how was traditional culture reacting to these changes? How was
it combining its own elements with alien structural elements, elements of Euro-
pean tradition, without which the colonial capital in East Asia wouldn’t function
properly?
The difference between European and East Asian traditional economics,
both of which does include the private sector, is in hierarchy of the typical
connections inside the structure. For Europe those typical connections are mar-
ket relations, which unite the main elements of the structure -proprietor and
producer, free man and dependants, society and state, with the presence of the
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Rights, the Freedoms and the Guarantees as a fundament of these conditions.
There are, of course, other connections: family, clan, estates, etc. But, generally,
in Europe the first place is for marketable relations, all others are behind.
Asia was an absolute difference. Any market relations here were second-
ary and minor. The first place here was reserved for the relations that were
mediated by State, i.e. by the system of centralized distribution. There were the
traditional typical relations between social lower class, or producers, and upper
class. Secondly important types of relations in East Asia were corporate rela-
tions, which force is sensitive during all the historical process up to modern
times. In East Asia, the Authorities held the property and it was an alternative to
the private property in Europe. All-powerful State was subject to the democracy,
the rights and the freedoms. People were living here without knowledge of
freedoms and guarantees of European character but on norms of the customary
law. They were also united to the social corporations, which disowned any
individual manifest. Of course, the private sector was also developing in East
Asian countries but it was developing under control of the Authorities and out
of the system of relations between the State and the Subject.
On the other hand, it would be incorrect to underestimate the role of the
private economy in East Asia. A giant Asiatic self-regulating structure was al-
ways saving the private sector. There is no contradiction. From the point of the
self-regulation of the structure it was necessary not to loose control over pri-
vate economics otherwise the wave of private initiative might be followed by
economical and social shock. At the same time, from the point of stability of
developed sodium, saving of private activity closely connected with the market
and marketable relations was also necessary because the private sector in Asia
was helping the normal functioning of the giant social organism. An excessive
activity of this sector would lead to a crisis or even downfall of the traditional
structure, as it happened, for example, in the case of dynastic cycles in China, as
well as an excessive slackening of the private sector might also lead to serious
crisis and effects as it was in Mao’s China with the attempt to abrogate market-
able relations, or to form distorting off-economical distribution systems resem-
bling the Soviet model.
Thus, in East Asia we can see its unique system of universally recognized
values, which is very far from European standards. And the point is not in the
attitude to the private property that supposed to be the first indication of the
developed capitalism. The difference is wider. One (European) structure is ori-
ented to the material benefits of an individual proprietor and another one (East
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Asian) is oriented to the corporate relations. This law of existence was the whole
way of life in traditional East Asia but it still is very strong in new East Asia even
after difficult transformations during the period of Colonialism.
When traditional East Asian structure started to interfere with the colonial
capital it clashed with unknown individualistic behavior of a proprietor and
began loosing its traditional power. First and natural reaction was the aspiration
to adapt the new conditions of existence. But to do so it was necessary to make
a revaluation of the habitual values comparing it with those brought by coloniz-
ers. European science and techniques, growing western life standard, constitu-
tional rights, freedoms and guarantees, political pluralism altogether have made
great influence to the East Asian upper class. At the same time, when East Asian
upper class was adapting the achievements of modern Western civilization, a
new sector of the economy was forming. This new pro-capitalist sector was
closely connected with the world market and rapidly progressing. With the first
appearance in the second part of the XIX c. and strengthening in the XX c. this
sector of the economy was not exactly the same in China or in Japan but the
principles of functioning were identical. The State was the general subject of the
production system playing simultaneously the roles of entrepreneur and repre-
sentative of the society, guarantying stability to the structure at whole. The risk
of economical failure here was minimized but an averaged economic effective-
ness of this sector was decreasing accordingly. A paradoxical situation appeared.
The economical transformation was changing Asian society but the people did
not understand and did not accept those changes. Later, it sets counteracts like
in China where the Communist Party headed mass anti-market and anti-capitalist
peasant movement.
Inside the traditional East Asian structure two parallel processes were
going on: adaptation to the changed circumstances and resistance to thrusting
changes. And the State was forced to form a necessary capitalist market infra-
structure, i.e. to function as the Proprietor and the most important Subject of the
economy. On the latest stage of colonial and post-colonial East Asia, the role of
the State in economy not only doesn’t reduce under the free market relation’s
influence but also even increased. In modern East Asian countries the State is
still playing an important role on almost all parameters. As we already mentioned
above, in such situations the risk of economical collapse is minimized but the
ability to effectively react to the constantly changing world market situation is
also reduced. Not surprisingly that inability to follow the changing world eco-
nomical situation is named as one of the characteristics of the Asian economical
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crisis in the end of 1990s.
The colonial capital gave to East Asia a strong impulse that not only
aroused traditional East Asian structure but also added a new rhythm for for-
ward development. At the same time, it is easy to see that the main elements of
Western civilization are not only confronting the East Asian traditional elements
but they are practically incompatible. On the one side, in Europe, there is mate-
rial success of an individual protected by law and democratic procedures. From
the other side, in East Asia, there are habitual norms of the all-powerful authori-
ties and lack of rights for simple people, arbitrariness of the Powers that be, plus
an individual, who is included for the purposes of the surviving into one or
another social corporation which is organized internally on the principles of
unconditional subordination of the younger before the older. Of course, since
then East Asian societies have changed dramatically. The practice of the politi-
cal struggle, political pluralism became an important element of the new East
Asian political culture as well as universally recognized rights and the freedoms.
Moreover, the educational breakthrough is considered as one of the main com-
ponents of the East Asian economical miracle. But appearance of well-prepared
people required for market economy doesn’t change much their mentality based
on the centuries-run tradition as well as does not affect strongly enough the
traditional internal organization of the East Asian society. Something not only
survived but even became stronger the previous. We are talking about corrup-
tion and bureaucracy, family and clan-patronized relations. The waves of cor-
ruption exposures, chronologically coincided with the current economical cri-
sis, have attested that not only market laws are ruling economies in East Asia
(see, for example, [6]). Still the important role belongs to family and clan-patron-
ized   relations,    which   are   forming   the economical skeleton in many parts of
the continent.
At the same time, the continent of Asia was never homogeneous. There
were always verges between advanced and flourishing countries from the one
side, and backward regions from the other. But exactly nowadays the highest
degree of the non-equivalent development is showing. These differences are
the result of the successful start of internal transformations in some East Asian
countries. For instance, the structure of Japan is Western (all techniques, tech-
nologies, science, education, and infrastructure) but its civilization is Asian.
This organic merger, harmonically synthesized, was sine qua non of its forward
development during the contemporary period of Asian history. But some ele-
ments of the Japanese symbiosis in the 1990s became obstacles on the way of
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further development [12]. Some other East Asian countries, especially those
that changed recently the commanding-administrative model of economy to the
market economical relations, still have a long way to go transforming their eco-
nomical and social structure.
Thus, what kind of assumption might be made after comparing the pro-
cesses of transformations in East Asia in the second part of the XIX - first part
of XX cc. and the development of Asian economical crisis in the end of 1990s?
It’s seems to be reasonable to intend that the colonial expansion of Europeans
and subsequent reorganizations did not automatically open in East Asia the
doors for the capitalism of the European type. On the contrary, such expansion
and reorganizations stimulated great resistance of the East Asian traditional
structure. And this resistance was so furious that even now, on the cross of the
millennium, its after-effects still make an influence to the East Asian economical
and social development. Asian economical crisis in the end of 1990s shows that
the processes of transformation of East Asian economical-social reorganization,
the beginning of which is dated back to the middle of the last century, are not
completed yet. These processes are still going on.
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